Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude: Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station…

The USS Hercule CEO along with members of his engineering team were finally able to restore main power and the engines on the San Carlo.

The San Carlo lifted off the surface and headed to the slave labor camp where they began beam up of all San Carlo and USS Hercule crew.  As the last of the crew were beamed aboard, three Kezlarian scout ships appeared on sensors on an intercept course.

The San Carlo then made a quick ascent and engaged the scout ships.  With only phasers available CTO Rr'Vellan was able to disable or destroy all three Kezlarian ships.

The USS Hercule still in orbit of the Kezlarian homeworld has just appeared on the San Carlo sensors.

Time lapse: 2 minutes…
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Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Kerst says:
::In His chair on the Bridge, trying to ignore the wet, sticky feeling coming from his leg::

XO_Marek says:
::Setting course to match USS Hercule's orbit::

CEO_Masters says:
::In engineering, trying to keep the engines running at peak::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> *CO*: We're ready for transport, Captain!  ::Standing on the transporter pad with a few of his crew, tapping his foot impatiently::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Moves about the Sickbay... happy to be among his instruments and tools of life-saving::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*Hercule CO*: Stand by.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Prepares a message for Starfleet detailing everything that has happened so far including the Captain's observation that the UFP may be at war with the Kezlarians::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Any sign of enemy ships?

CNS_Alana says:
::Walking from patient toward CMO::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: No, Sirrr ::Satisfied smile::

XO_Marek says:
CO: We are setting orbit, Sir. Distance to USS Hercule 2000 meters

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks over as he hears someone coming:: CNS: Yes?

OPS_Spicer says:
*Hercule CO*: The rest of your crew should be with you in TR momentarily. Prepare for beam out to the USS Hercules.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: What's the condition of the Hercule? Estimate on time from beam over till its warp ready?

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: I just wondered if you have had time to take a break since we have been back aboard!  would you like to?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Shakes his head:: CNS: I haven't had time... ::Looks around the room:: CNS: Things do look like they're calming down, though... I could use one.

XO_Marek says:
CO: Hard to say yet, Sir. I think that it will take some time, if they ransacked the ship as they did with the San Carlo, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO:, Sirrr, the Herrrcule is on sensorrrs.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> *CO*: Acknowledged.  ::Thinks: I've been prepared for the last fifteen minutes!::

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALL: Okay, we'll risk it.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO/OPS: Prepare to drop shields and beam the crew over to the Hercule.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr. ::Looks at Rick::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Targets the Hercule and locks on to the personnel on the transporter pad::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*Hercule CO*: Prepare to beam over to the Hercule. We'll cover you as you restart the ship. Once you have warp power online we'll make best speed to Kootenai.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Transporter ready, Sir.

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: why don't you go into your office and have a cup of coffee or something,  I will keep watch out her for a few moments.  Looks like everyone is sleep any way.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> *CO*: Acknowledged.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: Shields down, Sirrr.

CEO_Masters says:
::Adjusts the matter/anti-matter stream::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO/OPS: Drop shields and initiate transport!

XO_Marek says:
::Keeps his finger ready to push the button marked "emergency evasive maneuver one"::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Begins transporting the Hercule crew::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The first of the Hercule crew are transported to their ship.  The next group takes a position on the transporter pad and prepare for transport.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods and rubs his temples, realizing how long he'd been on his feet:: CNS: That's a good idea. Thank you, Counselor.  ::Walks over to the office and takes a seat, glancing over at the replicator:: Computer: Coffee, black, hot. ::Hears the replicator whir in response to his command and reaches over for it, taking the cup and saucer::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: First group transported successfully, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Transports the next group to the USS Hercule::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Once they’re all over there raise shields and prepare to defend the Hercule until she's up and running.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: Underrrstood, Sirrr.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CEO*: Prepare to go to warp on my signal.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The second group of Hercule crew is transported and the third group takes their positions on the transporter pad.  This continues until all Hercule crew (except the seriously injured) are transported to the Hercule.

CNS_Alana says:
::Takes a seat at the lab table as CMO takes a coffee break::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Hercule crews immediately go to their stations and begin diagnostics.   The CO heads for the Bridge.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Sips his coffee, looking over the office::

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Monitor the Hercule, I want to know the minute she's ready for warp.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: Let me know when the USS Hercule medical staff is ready to receive their wounded. Then let me know when their wounded are ready for transport.

XO_Marek says:
CO: Understood, Sir.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Any reply from Starfleet?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
OPS: Is that all of them?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Not yet, Sir. Still waiting for a response.  CTO: Almost Bao.

XO_Marek says:
::Sets the proper routine on the flight sensors::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Beams another group to the Hercule::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> ::Steps out of the turbolift onto the Bridge with his Bridge crew hot on his heels:: All: Begin system wide diagnostics and report!  ::Sits down in the command chair::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Puts down his coffee and sighs:: *OPS*: The wounded are ready whenever the Hercule are ready but Rick, how am I going to know when they are ready?

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: I guess I assumed that you would be in contact with their medical staff. Perhaps they need assistance or not. Not my department.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS/CTO: Let’s hurry this people we're sitting ducks without our shields up.

CNS_Alana says:
::Noticing a few patients turn over on their biobeds, as if they were having restless dreams::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Scans for enemy ships::

CEO_Masters says:
::Has warp engines on standby::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Yes, Sir, going as fast as I can.

XO_Marek says:
::Does some minor corrections to sustain actual position of the ship::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Hercule Bridge crew report all systems are functioning within Starfleet parameters except that they are missing all their torpedoes, hand weapons and portable equipment.

XO_Marek says:
CO/OPS: I wonder why Starfleet takes so much time to answer...

CMO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: Understood.. ::Puts his feet down and looks at the console, brining up a ship-to-ship non-vocal communication.  Checks the medical stations status and nods to himself, tapping his COM badge:: *OPS*: They're ready when you are.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> Hercule OPS: Open a channel to the San Carlo!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Could be they are trying to decide what to do about the situation.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Maybe we're jammed. Our message is likely to stir some things up. They probably have to wake an Admiral or two.

XO_Marek says:
::Raises an eyebrow::: OPS: Politics....

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule OPS> ::Taps the console opening a channel to the San Carlo:: Hercule CO: Channel open, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Incoming COM from the Hercule, Sir.

XO_Marek says:
::Raises an eyebrow again:: CO: Right, Sir...

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: On screen.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye. ::Puts the COM onscreen::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> COM: San Carlo: CO: Kerst, all our systems are green.  Initial inspections show all torpedoes, hand weapons and portable equipment have been removed from the ship.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged. I will begin beaming the wounded to the Hercule.

XO_Marek says:
::Hears the com:: Self: Very predictable...

Host CO_Kerst says:
COM: Hercule: CO: Understood, we had the same here. How long until you can go to warp. I doubt the natives will stay away much longer.

OPS_Spicer says:
CTO: Bao, check our weapons inventory. Do we have any torpedoes we can give the Hercule?

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Delay that. We'll hold them here until we reach Kootenai. Raise the shields.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> COM: San Carlo: CO: As soon as our wounded have been transported, we will be ready to go.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Nods to Bao to raise the shields::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: OPS: If we had one, I think I'd be inclines to keep it.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Engineering to Bridge...

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: Doc, we are ordered to keep the wounded here till we reach the Koot. They are all yours.

Host CO_Kerst says:
COM: Hercule: CO: Negative on the transport. We'll hold them here until we're out of danger. Set course for Kootenai station and engage at maximum safe speed. We'll follow and provide cover.

OPS_Spicer says:
CTO: Understood.

CMO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: Understood.

CNS_Alana says:
::Noticing that several of the wounded have now sat up and are ready for transport back to their own ship:: CMO: Some of these people are awake!

XO_Marek says:
::Prepares the course to Kootenai Station on his console::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> COM: San Carlo: CO: What?  You plan on holding MY crew hostage?  ::Stands and walks towards the viewscreen::

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Engineering to Bridge...

Host CO_Kerst says:
COM: Hercule: CO: No but I don't want to spend the time with my shields down to transport out of a perfectly good Sick bay.  Now, get your ship under way before more Kezlarian ships arrive!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> ::Sighs:: COM: San Carlo: CO: Very well, Kerst, but I want a list of my crew sent over as soon as possible!  ::Motions for OPS to cut the COM::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The USS Hercule comes about and engages warp engines.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Thinks that the CO will have some political trouble when he gets back to Kootenai::

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: When you get time get a list of the Hercule crew still aboard and send it to them.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Follow them.

XO_Marek says:
CO: They are engaging warp engines, Sir.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
OPS: Can I put the shields back up, Rrrick?

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Scan for enemy ships, they may be waiting for us out there.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Has the list already and sends it to the Hercule::

XO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir. Initiating following course, now.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Engineering to Bridge...

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks at Bao:: CTO: Are you okay Bao?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Shortly after the San Carlo jumps to warp, the engines go offline and the ship drops out of warp.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CEO*: Bridge here, what is it?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Raises the shields and scans the area:: CO: Yes, Sirrr.

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALL: What the...?

XO_Marek says:
All: What the ....?

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: First, it seems the crystals are bad.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Secondly, why am I not with my crew on the Hercule?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Glances over at Rick quizzically::

XO_Marek says:
::Taps on his console trying to figure out what happened::

XO_Marek says:
*CEO*: What has happened, Ensign??

CEO_Masters says:
*XO*: It seems the dilithium crystals have given out.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CEO*: Well first, can you fix them and second because I need you here, consider it a field transfer. But get me warp power ASAP!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Feels the warp engage and disengage... wonders what's going on::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CTO> ::Looks at his sensor monitor and doesn't see the San Carlo behind them:: Hercule CO: The San Carlo is not behind us, Sir.

CEO_Masters says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir.  I'll see what is going on.

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: Well looks like these people will be staying with us a while longer.  The Bridge has not initiated transport back to their ship.  So, what say we give them dinner?

XO_Marek says:
CO: I can't isolate the problem from here, Captain. But obviously it has been a severe problem with the power transference to the warp engines...

CMO_Sovok says:
CNS: They're staying with us until later.. ::Stands up and tugs at his outfit:: CNS: That's a good idea... better check with the captain though... with the warp going offline we might need to conserve power.

XO_Marek says:
::Compensates and corrects the flight course::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The intruder alert sensor on the Tactical panel signals there is an intruder onboard.

OPS_Spicer says:
COM: USS Hercule: We are having trouble with our warp drive. Request you return as escort.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: Intrrruderrr alerrrt, Sirrr. ::Activates red alert::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> Hercule FCO: Reverse our course!

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Mr. Spicer did I Ask you to send that message to the Hercule?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: No, Sir.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Hercule drops out of warp and comes about, heading back to the last know coordinates of the San Carlo.

XO_Marek says:
CTO: Just what we need right now...

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: Will do!

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: But without torpedoes, two ships with phasers is better than one ship with phasers.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Then why did you just order the Hercule to return here without my order and also let anybody listening know we have engines problems!

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: I used a secure channel, Sir. The message was encrypted.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Taps on her console:: CO: The intrrruderrr is somewherrre in Main Engineerrring, Sirrr!

CNS_Alana says:
*OPS*:  Sickbay to Bridge, is the Captain too busy to inform Sickbay of when the crew of the Hercule will be leaving?

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule OPS> Hercule CO: Incoming message from the San Carlo, Sir.  They are requesting we return.  They are having engine trouble.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Both these ships have been in enemy hands, we must suspect every system, including the secure COM channels as suspect. And while I admire initiative, ordering the Hercule back without my express order is stepping way out of line! 

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> Humph!  So much for Kerst watching out six!  ::Sits down in the command chair with a grin on his face::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CNS*: The captain has ordered the injured Hercule crew to remain aboard until we reach Kootenai Station.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Understood.

CNS_Alana says:
*OPS*: Oh? Is there a problem? They are perfectly fit to return to duty!

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Report to Engineering and see if you lend a hand at getting warp power back.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The intruder was able to cut power to the San Carlo engines.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CNS*: It was a matter of timing. The shields were down and that puts our ship in jeopardy.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Is relieved at OPS and heads for Main Engineering::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: What? Send a full, security team there, take whatever weapons we have and neutralize that intruder!

CNS_Alana says:
*OPS*: Ok, well we will make sure they are comfortable and replicate them a meal.  Will it take too much power from operations to use the replicators here?

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: Make them comfortable and make sure Sickbay is secure.  We have intruders!

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Intruder rushes out of a Jeffries tube and bashes the CEO on the head, knocking him out.  Since he was the only one left in Main Engineering, no one is there to defend it leaving the intruder free to sabotage the ship.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr. ::Motions to Bailey and heads to the turbolift::

OPS_Spicer says:
::In the turbolift:: *CNS*: I'm sure it will be fine Counselor.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey> ::Stands and follows the CTO to the turbolift::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Thinks about standing and pacing, then remembers his leg and stay seated::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Enters Main Engineering:: CEO: Chief?  Are you there? ::Looks around Main Engineering cautiously::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Hears the COM from his office and sets down his coffee, going to the door and entering a code that doesn't work for some reason... runs back and looks through the medical computer, finding the correct code. Running back to the door he enters it and locks it:: CNS: Intruders, he says?

XO_Marek says:
::Glances at the Captain:: Relief TO: Secure all sensitive areas of the ship!

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Intruder rushes back into the Jeffries tube as OPS enters Main Engineering::

CNS_Alana says:
*OPS*:  Very well then.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: We have only a skeleton crew with few weapons, he could due a lot of damage.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks around and finds the CEO lying on the floor:: *CMO*: Medical emergency. The CEO has been attacked.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Let’s raise the internal force fields that might contain him. Try to get a fix on his position.

XO_Marek says:
CO: The Kezlarites certainly turned out to be a formidable enemy, Sir...

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Exits the turbolift and looks around warily for the intruder:: TO: Keep yourrr eyes and earrrs open, Bailey.

CNS_Alana says:
::Hears the doors lock::  CMO: Intruders?

XO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Jumps to the tactical console::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CO*: The CEO has been attacked. I have notified the CMO. We need security down here.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey> ::Sniffs the air and growls:: CTO: Aye

Host CO_Kerst says:
*OPS*: They're on their way. Hold tight.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Intruder> ::Hides quietly in a junction area::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks around and notices the JT access hatch is not closed all the way:: *CTO*: Bao, he is in the JT. Be on alert.

XO_Marek says:
CO: All internal sensors at its maximum capacity... The sensitive areas of the ship have been secured with level 7 force fields...

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Intruder> ::Moves quietly up the ladder to the next junction::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CO*: Aye. I will try to get the engines back online.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: They took us by surprise. They were suppose to be our friends, we'd lent them aid and shelter. But they'll rotten at the core and will do anything to keep that hidden.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Steps into Main Engineering:: OPS: Okay, Rrrick. ::Looks at Bailey:: You want to coverrr me?

CNS_Alana says:
::Wishes she had a hand phaser, but cannot find any in Sickbay::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey> ::Nods and follows the CTO::

XO_Marek says:
CO: I think the intruder did all the damage he could have done... Now it is our job to hunt him...

OPS_Spicer says:
CTO: He entered the JT over there. ::Points to the access::

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Seal the Bridge and route all command pathways here.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Climbs into the JT and moves to the junction and stops to listen::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Begins diagnostics on the warp engines::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Intruder> ::Stops and holds position::

CMO_Sovok says:
CNS: If someone tries to get in, grab whatever weapon you can and bludgeon it until it stops moving.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey> ::Follows the CTO up the ladder::

XO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, Sir... ::Taps on the console:: It's done, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Finds the sabotage and begins repairs::

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: If he's really a fanatic all it takes is one good phaser blast in the anti-matter storage pods...

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Intruder> ::Begins crawling along the tube to the next junction::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Twitches her tail as she hears something and begins to follow  the sound::

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Do the internal sensors have the intruder?

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks to cabinet and gets a few hyposprays filled with sedatives::

XO_Marek says:
CO: If he reaches the storage pods... Again, Sir, I think he knows we'll get him sooner o later....

XO_Marek says:
CO: Not yet, Sir. Still trying to locate the intruder.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The CMO and CNS can hear something behind one of the bulkheads in Sickbay.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Shakes his head:: *CO*:, Sir, the intruder really knew what he was doing. The damage is too severe to repair. We will need to be towed.

CNS_Alana says:
::Turns in the direction of a noise she hears::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*OPS*: Unacceptable Mr. Spicer. We're in enemy territory, if we can't get moving the ship will have to be abandoned and destroyed.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Hercule drops out of warp and approaches the San Carlo.

XO_Marek says:
::Performs an intensive scan over the main engineering surrounding area::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Picks up a large bar inside the office and walks out into Sickbay:: CNS: You heard that, right?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Sees someone ahead of her and speeds up:: Intruder: Hey, stop!

XO_Marek says:
CO: The Hercule has dropped out of warp, Sir. 2 kilometers from us.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Suddenly the hatch in Sickbay cracks open.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Understood.

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: Sure did!  ::Throws a hypo to CMO::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> COM: San Carlo: CO: Kerst, what the hell is going on over there?  ::Is very mad::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CO*: Then I suggest you ready the ship for self-destruct, Sir. There is no way to repair the damage that has been done.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Moves over to the hatch, bar at the ready::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Crawling as fast as she can towards the stranger::

CNS_Alana says:
::Stands directly in front of the hatch, backing up so the intruder comes in her direction if anyone comes out::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Intruder> ::Hears the CTO yelling then suddenly shoves open the hatch and jumps out into Sickbay::

XO_Marek says:
::Hears the OPS through the COM and his face adopts a worried expression::

Host CO_Kerst says:
COM: Hercule: CO: During all that time we were transporting you to your ship, an intruder beamed over here. He's temporarily knocked out the warp drive, were evaluating the damage now. Worse case…be prepared to take us aboard.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Swings the bar as soon as the hatch opens and hopes he contacted with something, whirling to make another swing if he didn't::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The CMO cracks a bar over the intruder's head.  The intruder is a female Kezlarian.

CNS_Alana says:
::Startled as the intruder jumps out at her, jabs the hypo into the intruder’s neck::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Notices the female unconscious on the ground.  Taps his COM badge:: *CO*: Sir, I've got her.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CMO*: Got who?

CMO_Sovok says:
*CO*: The intruder, I think.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Checks the status of the impulse drive::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Hops out of the hatch into Sickbay and looks at the unconscious Kezlarian and sighs::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> ::Grins:: COM: San Carlo: CO: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CTO*: The intruder is apparently in Sickbay. Get there ASAP.

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: She ought to be 'out' for a while!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
*CO*: I'm therrre, Sirrr.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Cuts COMM:: XO: I really don't think I like that guy. If we have to abandon the San Carlo I just might go down with the ship.

XO_Marek says:
::Makes a comment:: CO: I still wonder what kind of technology they have that enables them to avoid our internal sensors.  Fascinating ::Raises an eyebrow::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods and holds his bar in his hands::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> COM: San Carlo: CO: I don't have time to hang around while you play hide and seek, Kerst!  Prepare to be tractored!

XO_Marek says:
CO: I agree, Sir.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*OPS*: What’s the status of the CEO?

CEO_Masters says:
::Groans::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Hercule activates their tractor beam and locks onto the San Carlo.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Looks up at Sovok::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks over at Bao and smiles slightly:: CTO: There she is. ::Points::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CO*: He is still out cold. I have made him as comfortable as possible. I am still waiting for a medical officer to get here.

CEO_Masters says:
::Starts to stir a little::

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CMO*: Bridge to Sickbay.  The CEO is out cold.  We need a medical team there ASAP.  I need that man up and working!

XO_Marek says:
::Jumps to the flight console:: CO: They engaged a tractor beam on us.  ::Tries to compensate for the stress over the San Carlo's hull::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CMO: Yes, I see that. ::Breathes heavy, her uniform torn and dirty::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> COM: San Carlo: CO: Activate your shields and increase power to your inertial dampeners.  We're going to warp!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Goes to the CEO:: CEO: Chief, how you feeling? That is a nasty bump you've got there.

CEO_Masters says:
::Blinks and sees OPS:: OPS: What happened?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Hercule slowly increases speed until they are at warp five with the San Carlo in tow.

CMO_Sovok says:
CTO: I hope we're almost out of this, Bao.

Host CO_Kerst says:
XO: Maybe it would have been better if that intruder had gotten to the storage tanks.  Now I’ll have to owe this guy.

XO_Marek says:
::Jumps from one console to another:: CO: Engaging inertial dampeners now....

OPS_Spicer says:
CEO: It appears that we have an intruder and you were unfortunately in his way.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CMO: Me too. ::Falls onto the floor in a sitting position and sighs::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The female Kezlarite suddenly dies from the blow to her head.

CNS_Alana says:
::Hears the call from CO: CMO: You should get to the CEO>

XO_Marek says:
CO: That sounds really illogical Captain.  He is a real dork, if I am allow to say so, but he is just doing his job after all.

OPS_Spicer says:
CEO: You better get to Sickbay, Chief.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Sits down next to her and looks over at the intruder... not breathing... holds his own breath:: CTO: I... I killed her.. ::Stands up suddenly and runs for supplies, trying to heal her::

CEO_Masters says:
OPS: I'm still hearing a few bells.

XO_Marek says:
::Keeps a constant eye on the inertial dampeners::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Hercule CO> ::Mumbles:: Defiant class!  HA!

OPS_Spicer says:
CEO: Can you make it or shall I help you there?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Feels funny and gets sick all over the floor::

CEO_Masters says:
OPS: Let's see... ::Tries to get up and feels dizzy:: You'd better help.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: Bridge to Counselor Torres, are you currently occupied with a patient?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Grins:: CEO: Not a problem, Chief. Let's go. ::Helps the CEO walk as they head to Sickbay::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Closes his tricorder and looks down, suddenly looking over at Bao:: CTO: Are you okay?  It's amazing how you can kill as many in battle and not feel a thing but one that you never really wanted to kill makes you feel this way.

CNS_Alana says:
*CO*: No, Sir, could you use my assistance?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CMO: I'm fine Sovok, take carrre of herrr.

CMO_Sovok says:
CTO: She's dead, there's nothing I can do.

Host CO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: Yes, could you come to the Bridge. ::Grimaces:: And bring an emergency medical kit with you.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Taps his COM badge:: *CMO*: Doc, I am bringing the Chief Engineer to Sickbay. He has one hellava' knot on his head.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The USS Hercule cruises along at warp five with the San Carlo in tow, both ships headed for Kootenai Station.

CNS_Alana says:
*CO*:  On my way, Sir!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Shakes her head and sighs:: CMO: I'm sorrrry, Sovok.

CEO_Masters says:
::Groans in pain::

CNS_Alana says:
::Grabs a med kit and begins to run out the door, hearing the CMO tell CTO the intruder is dead::

CMO_Sovok says:
CTO: It's not your fault.  ::Stands up and looks around, dropping the bar::

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: She's dead?  That hypo was filled with a mild sedative, nothing lethal!

XO_Marek says:
CO: I think we all deserve a good rest after all this, Sir.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Strangely wonders how long it will take to replace this chair since he's slowly soaking it in his blood. He also wonders how long he can actually remain conscious with this blood loss.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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